SASA-AÉSA Meeting Minutes: Sunday June 7th; 10:30am
Updates from Everyone:
Social
101 Week Updates:
- Potential activities that are yet to be confirmed include:
Paint War - Tag along with Arts
Mystery Bus - Waiting to hear from Cascade
"Classy Night" with Crim - depending on which time slot they decide on
Fitness Activity - Hayley teaches piloxing
Mandatory 2 hour workshop with SFUO - we do not yet know when our time slot for
that is, may interfere with other activities
Gelato Night
Dodgeball
Sexy Bingo - done with Venus Envy
An evening with guides and students talking about classes and profs, like a crash course
to our programs
- We are doing a lot of activities with Crim because we are a small group; please let Corinne
know if you have any issues with this.
- We do not have our finalized numbers as of yet; waiting on the department
- Kits will be $70
- Thank you gift for guides, just something small but is more meaningful than just an email.
Hopefully will encourage them to stay involved throughout the year.
Square Card
- Credit card reader that attaches to a smart phone. The device is free, there is just a
percentage charge per transaction. We will add that transaction fee onto the total price of
whatever we are selling. Useful for kit sales, and can be used throughout the semester for swag
sales. We will look into ordering one.
Sponsors
- Reminder to everyone to ask around for sponsors. Corinne has a general contract that she can
send you to give to the sponsors.
Uni Affairs
Items Discussed at Social Science Internal Meeting:
- Faculty Wide Swag: Not sure how many of our students would actually buy some, based on
our sweater order numbers
- Mentorship Program: Everyone seemed to agree that it was a good idea, but that 101 week is
too early to promote it (it would get lost among everything else going on), and that we should
promote it later in September. Will be working with other departments of Social Science on
this, is headed by IPPSSA

- Accessibility and Sexual Harassment Training for exec members: short, free and available to
us. Will be brought up at the GA to potentially be added to the constitution
- Alumni Event: School already has one, we are not sure how people would actually attend
- "Guide Book" for 101 kits: A photo of each guide and a tip from them. Waiting on Finance to
see if we have enough room in the budget to print them
- Door code for meeting room will be changed over the summer; Hanna will be sent the new
code through the internal mailing list
Finance
- We may not be getting funding from the SFUO this year because SASA's audits were not
completed last year, however we are working with the SFUO to get them done now.
- We do have enough money saved up to not require funding from the SFUO this year
Philanthropic
- Rachel is no longer able to be a guide in 101 week, and so she has to talk to Andrew and see if
she is still able to keep her position despite this because all elected members must be a guide
during 101 week.
- Question is if we will do a call out/appoint someone for the summer, or if we are able to
redistribute the responsibilities around the exec. Potentially get year reps to help out with it?
Other Things Brought Up
- Include a sweater order form in 101 kits if possible
- Hunger Games Month in November; have activities throughout the month leading up to the
release of the new movie to keep the 101 week theme alive.
- Make a calendar this summer for the school year in which we highlight which activities we
would like to have/promote for each month
- Make the last stop of the scavenger hunt the SASA office so that new students actually see
where our office is
- Get disposable film cameras for exec members to have during 101 week so that we can have
some fun photos to put in our office/on our door
- Bi-weekly reports reminder: Every 2 weeks (the 1st and the 14th of each month) bi-weekly
reports are due to the president. Email them to him. Even if you have not done anything, just
write that. We are using them to aid new exec members next year/help with transition reports.

